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gen powered private cars 

PEM fuel cell private cars seems unrealistic 
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o obstacles to further development provided 
fuel cells in the megawatt range become 
ally available 
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hydrogen is stored on board as 
gas in sufficient amount to operate the 

is the same distance as the Reykjavik city buses 
each day on the average 

bus f1eet also can be operated from one filling 
which makes no need for complicated 
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ng distance on each filling would 
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Is industries in Iceland (aluminum， 
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amount mixed with hydrogen can 

450.000 tons of methanol 

450.000 tons methanol could 

some 400.000-450.000 tons of 
1 fuel which is more than 60% of the 
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1 production in Iceland is 
far from reality， it is an option to 
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rding using methanol 

critical issue is the evaluation of 

ity of methanol 

very important that the project 

kes a big impact (real-scale project) 

new technology needs to be 

luated under severe weather 

government of Iceland has 
ounced that it is aiming to transform 
land into a hydrogen society in the 

future 
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(EcoEnergy) is owned by Icelandic New 
re Fund， University of Iceland， lceTech， 
~er Plant， Suδurnes Regional Heating 
ration， Iceland National Power Company 

Reykjavik Energy 

nd has the unique circumstance 
you can operate a “hydrogen based 
project" in a CO2 neutral 

ment 

d has similar standards and 
portation system as most other 
loped countries and therefore the 

ults can easily be adapted elsewhere 

d has experience in converting 
one energy source to another 
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on project running 3 

rogen buses in Reykjavik 

2. 
al replacement of the Reykjavik 
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fleets with fuel cell buses 
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ction of“hydrogen based" fuel cell 
for private transportation 

4. 

I vessel demonstration and 
tation project 

S. 

I replacement of the present fishing 
by fuel cell powered vessels 

way transformation of Iceland 

a hydrogen economy/society 

possibly be completed in the 

2030-2040 
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Transformation into hydrogen society completed 
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